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1. In his work, [l], on the symmetric structure of sets derived from 
interval properties, H. BLUMBERG made the simple observation that the 
set of points of antisymmetry of an arbitrary interval property is count- 
able. An interval property amounts to a partitioning of the class of all 
open intervals into two disjoint sets, the set of intervals which have the 
property and the set of intervals which do not have the property. 
It is noted here that the same argument holds if the class of all open 
intervals is partitioned into three pair-wise disjoint sets A, B, C. The 
Blumberg observation is the case for which C is empty. The interest in 
this slight extension lies in the fact that an analogous development in 
higher dimensions to the one given by Blumberg in one dimension becomes 
feasible when the relevant class of objects is decomposed into three sets 
rather than two. 
2. Let 01 be an interval property for the open intervals I of the real 
line. Then every open interval I either has property oi or else has property 
h (having property (Z is not having property a). A point x is said to be 
a point of antisymmetry with respect to 01 if for all h > 0 sufficiently small, 
either (x, x + h) has property 01 and (x-h, x) has property 6, or else 
(x, x+ It) has property 6 and (x-h, X) has property 0~. For every 01, the 
set D, of points of antisymmetry with respect to 01 is a countable set. 
This simple fact noted by Blumberg holds for a partitioning of the set 
of open intervals into three pairwise disjoint sets A, B, C. The set 
D(A, B, C) consists of the points x such that (x, x + h) E A and (x-h, x) E B 
for all sufficiently small h, or else (x, x +h) E B and (x-h, x) E A for all 
sufficiently small h. 
Theorem 1. For every partitioning of the set of all open intervals 
into pair-wise disjoint sets A, B, C, the set D(A, B, C) is countable. 
Proof. Let ha > 0 and let SO be the set of x such that (x, x +h) E A 
and (x-h, x) E B for all 0 <h<hs. Then if x E X0, it follows that no 
y E (x-ho, x) is in So. For if it were then both (y, x) E A and (y, x) E B 
would hold. The set 80, as a left isolated set, is countable. But D(A, B, C) 
is the union of a countable number of sets 80. 
Corollary. For every interval property a, the set D, is countable. 
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Proof. Let A be the set of open intervals which have property 01, 
B the set which have 6, and let C be empty. 
3. In the plane, the role of countable set will be taken by the sparse 
set. A set is sparse if it is a subset of the union of a countable number 
of “curves” each monotone in some Cartesian coordinate system - perhaps 
oblique. Two open circular sectors are called mutually piercing if the 
vertex of each is contained in the other. Suppose the set of all open circular 
sectors in the plane is divided into three pair-wise disjoint sets A, B, C. 
The set S(A, B, C) is defined as those points z which are the vertex of a 
pair of vertically opposite circular sectors, of angle less than 180”, such 
that every sector of vertex x contained in one of the pair of the sectors 
is in A, and every sector of vertex x contained in the other sector is in B. 
Theorem 2. If the set of all open circular sectors is divided into 
three pair-wise disjoint sets A, B, C in such a way that if one of two 
mutually piercing sectors is in A then the other is not in B then S(A, B, C) 
is a sparse set. 
Proof. Arrange the rational numbers as a sequence ri, Q, . . ., r,, . . . . 
Let S,,,, i #i, consist of those points x which are vertices of pairs of 
vertically opposite circular sectors of angle less than 180”, with radial 
boundaries of length l/n, and slopes ~6 and rj, such that every sector with 
vertex x contained in one of the sectors of the pair is in A, and every 
sector with vertex x contained in the other sector of the pair is in B. 
Let Tlzrirj be the set of points in Sfiriri for which the sectors of property 
A are in that sector of the vertically opposite pair at x, which is swept. 
out by the counter-clockwise rotation of the radial boundary of slope ri 
to that of slope rj. If x E T,,,j and y is in the sector vertex x just described, 
then y is the vertex of a circular sector, with x as interior point, of radial 
boundaries of length l/g% and slopes r~ and ri, such that the clockwise 
rotation from the boundary of slope ri to that of slope rj sweeps across 
the sector. This sector is not in B, for it is mutually piercing with a sector 
in A. Hence y $ TnTirj. Every point of T flrs’irj is thus the vertex of a sector 
which has no points of T fi,.irj as interior points. Thus by [2] the set T,, rj 
is sparse. It then follows that S(A, B, C) = 6 S,,, is sparse. 
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4. As a first application we obtain a partitioning of the open sectors 
into three sets in terms of an arbitrary planar set S. Let A be the set of 
circular sectors composed entirely of points of S, let B be the set of 
circular sectors composed entirely of points of the complement of S, and 
let C be the set of all other sectors. It is clear that if one of two mutually 
piercing sectors is in A the other is not in B. Theorem 2 yields the 
Corollary 1. If S is a planar set, there is a sparse set T such that, 
for every x 4 T, for every pair of vertically opposite circular sectors with 
vertex at x either both sectors contain points of S or both contain points 
of the complement of 8. 
A second application is given in terms of a segment property 01. Thus, 
every open line segment in the plane either has property 01 or has property 
6. Let a sector belong to A if every segment in it with the vertex of the 
sector as one end point has property 01, let it belong to B if every segment 
in it with the vertex of the sector as one end point has property 6. Let 
C be all other sectors. 
Corollary 2. If oi is a planar segment property, every x in the plane, 
except for those points belonging to a certain sparse set, is such that for 
every pair of vertically opposite circular sectors, with vertex at x, there 
are points y and z, one in each sector, such that the segments @j and Xx 
either both have property LX or both have property 6. 
Consider a special segment property obtained in terms of an arbitrary 
real function f on the plane. For every real number k, let a segment Gj 
have property 01k if 
f(4-f(Y) >IC 
IX-Y1 * 
Define the upper and lower derivates of f in a sector of vertex x in an 
obvious way in terms of the above difference quotient. The following is 
obtained. 
Corollary 3. If f is an arbitrary function then for all points x, not 
belonging to an exceptional sparse set, for every pair of vertically opposite 
angles with vertex at x the upper derivate of f in each of the angles is 
at least as big as the lower derivate of f in the other angle. 
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